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Each type of distortion has an activation button which can be toggled ON or OFF. With the activation buttons toggled ON, distortion is applied to the track at various points. With the activation buttons toggled OFF, distortion is bypassed. Please refer to the settings window for more information about the various settings available in the plugin. The
plugin is not an EQ plugin. Distortion is not EQ. It is not a compressor either. Distortion is a distortion only plugin. Distortion is a completely different effect to EQ or a compressor. Distortion is not a substitute for EQ or a compressor. Neo Distortion is a simple to use plugin that takes care of all the main elements of distortion (such as setting the audio
gain and applying the various distortion types) and allows you to add contour to it. Neo Distortion Features: 2 Stage Distortion 2 Types of Distortion: • Hi Q Multiband Distortion • Low Pass Distortion • High Pass Distortion • Notch Filter Distortion All distortion types have an activation button. Activation buttons toggled ON apply the distortion to the
audio, toggled OFF bypasses the distortion. Neo Distortion controls: • Level control • High pass filter • Low pass filter • Amount of distortion • Activation buttons • Redistortion type selection • Volume fader control • Level metering • Automation • Settings saving/loading • Replay/Save • Feedback buttons • Help buttons • Plugin options Neo Distortion
Specifications: • Plugin Macros: Overdrive: • Amount: • Activation: • Level: • Feedback: • Gain: • X: • Y: • Release: Oversampling: • Rate: • Release: Distortion: • Amount: • Activation: • Level: • Feedback: • Gain: • X: • Y: • Release: Neo Distortion User Interface: Window: • Plugin window • Input 1: • Input 2: • Feedback panel: • Options: • Macro
panel: • More: • Help: Macro panel options: • Macros can be saved and reloaded • Macro panel toggled ON/OFF • Macro type selection • Macro

Neo Distortion

KEYMACRO is a software synthesizer plugin designed to provide a basic MIDI controller for your songs. Using this plugin is similar to using a keyboard, with you pressing and holding a key down to have it control a parameter like a knob or slider. The KEYMACRO plugin can be used with your DAW, and offers a range of controls that are unique to this
plugin. FX80 Description: FX80 is a digital filter plugin designed to add a vintage analog type of filter to your mixes. This filter offers 2 different character types, high pass or low pass, and a good range of settings that you can use to make your sound sound like that of the analog filters of the past. Aphex Twin Description: Aphex Twin is a deep
synthesizer plugin designed to be reminiscent of the sounds produced by the legendary music producer, Richard James Ashcroft AKA Aphex Twin. The power of Aphex Twin is in the deep synthesis of each oscillator, and the type of resonant filters that are used to create the unique sound that Aphex Twin is known for. Zebra2 Description: Zebra2 is a
USB-MIDI hardware synthesizer that is designed to be a great way to get started with the wonderful world of analog synth-style sounds. Unlike other hardware synthesizers that are very expensive and difficult to use, Zebra2 is affordable and easy to use! This unique product is a compact USB synthesizer that uses Ableton Live Lite (available free from
to create a virtual analog synthesizer instrument. It includes its own ‘zebra’ patch, as well as a wide selection of presets designed to suit beginners and experienced users alike. iZotope Description: iZotope is a complete DAW based audio product designed for creating high quality audio recordings. iZotope has a range of tools that you can use to alter
and enhance your sound. For example, you can alter the EQ of your instruments, by using the EZ+ EQ, EQ 2, EQ 3 and EQ 4 tools. You can also use the built in reverb, delay and multi effects to create the best audio recordings possible. Personal Audio Description: Personal Audio Description is a fully featured audio tool designed to enhance your
musical creativity. Using this plugin is like having a large range of tools at your disposal, that you can use to make your song as loud as you want it to be. 2edc1e01e8
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Neo Distortion is a practical and simple to use audio plugin designed to help you add various types of distortion effects to your tracks. It features a two stage distortion Overdrive and four distortion types. Users can combine the distortion types, combine them with additional contour shapes and adjust various parameters to create the distortion effect
they want. Overdrive To give you the most realistic distortion sound, the plugin features two types of Distortion. The first one is a very simple high gain Overdrive. This means that you only need to set the Distortion level and the feedback gain. The other one features a two stage Overdrive and is set by default to give you a more natural and organic
sound. This is what it looks like in the Overdrive section of the plugin parameters. 2-Stage Distortion To get the best out of your audio plugins, it’s important to set the other parameters to get the best sound. Like any distortion effect, the 2-Stage Distortion plugin makes use of contour shapes for the final result to give the best sound. There are four
types of contour shapes that you can mix to get the kind of distortion that you are looking for. Impact To get the sound of an amp distortion, this type of contour shape can be added to the Overdrive section. There is a Mid and Low contour shape for the Gain and Feedback set to add some gain to the audio signal. There is also a Low and High contour
shape to add some low pass to the audio signal and the Mid contour shape to cut the audio in the mid frequency range. Dirty To get the sound of a dirtier distortion, the Dirty contour shape can be added to the Overdrive section. There is a Mid and Low contour shape for the Gain and Feedback set to add some gain to the audio signal. There is also a
Low and High contour shape to add some low pass to the audio signal and the Mid contour shape to cut the audio in the mid frequency range. Chubby To get the sound of a more “chubby” distortion, the Chubby contour shape can be added to the Overdrive section. There is a Mid and Low contour shape for the Gain and Feedback set to add some gain
to the audio signal. There is also a Low and High contour shape to add some low pass to the audio signal and the Mid contour shape to cut the
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What's New In?

Neo Distortion is a practical and simple to use audio plugin designed to help you add various types of distortion effects to your tracks. It features a two stage distortion Overdrive and four distortion types. Users can combine the distortion types, combine them with additional contour shapes and adjust various parameters to create the distortion effect
they want. Neo Distortion is a practical and simple to use audio plugin designed to help you add various types of distortion effects to your tracks. It features a two stage distortion Overdrive and four distortion types. Users can combine the distortion types, combine them with additional contour shapes and adjust various parameters to create the
distortion effect they want. Neo Distortion is a practical and simple to use audio plugin designed to help you add various types of distortion effects to your tracks. It features a two stage distortion Overdrive and four distortion types. Users can combine the distortion types, combine them with additional contour shapes and adjust various parameters to
create the distortion effect they want. Neo Distortion is a practical and simple to use audio plugin designed to help you add various types of distortion effects to your tracks. It features a two stage distortion Overdrive and four distortion types. Users can combine the distortion types, combine them with additional contour shapes and adjust various
parameters to create the distortion effect they want. Neo Distortion is a practical and simple to use audio plugin designed to help you add various types of distortion effects to your tracks. It features a two stage distortion Overdrive and four distortion types. Users can combine the distortion types, combine them with additional contour shapes and adjust
various parameters to create the distortion effect they want. Neo Distortion is a practical and simple to use audio plugin designed to help you add various types of distortion effects to your tracks. It features a two stage distortion Overdrive and four distortion types. Users can combine the distortion types, combine them with additional contour shapes
and adjust various parameters to create the distortion effect they want. Neo Distortion is a practical and simple to use audio plugin designed to help you add various types of distortion effects to your tracks. It features a two stage distortion Overdrive and four distortion types. Users can combine the distortion types, combine them with additional
contour shapes and adjust various parameters to create the distortion effect they want. Neo Distortion is a practical and simple to use audio plugin designed to help you add various types of distortion effects to your tracks. It features a two stage distortion Overdrive and four distortion types. Users can combine the distortion types, combine them with
additional contour shapes and adjust various parameters to create the distortion effect they want. Neo Distortion is a practical and simple to use audio plugin designed to help you add various types of distortion effects to your tracks. It features a two stage distortion Overdrive and four distortion types. Users can combine the distortion types
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System Requirements For Neo Distortion:

PC Hardware OS: Windows 10 64-bit Processor: Intel Core i3-7100, AMD Ryzen 3 1200 Memory: 6GB RAM Graphics: Nvidia GTX 960 or AMD R9 290 equivalent DirectX: Version 11 Network: Broadband Internet connection Storage: 7GB available space Resolution: 1080p or higher Additional Notes: To experience all the features of the game, a high-end
gaming PC is recommended. The recommended minimum system requirements are based on the recommended specifications in the
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